
Helping Your Child To Read 
Reading is the key to a magical world and supports every other area of learning.  

Please help your child to access it by sharing books, talking, pointing out signs, playing word 

games such as I Spy, matching letters and words, listening for rhyming words, give support 

to read new words and just have fun sharing books. 
Getting ready to read your child should……. 

 listen to a story and retell bits of it 

 begin to recognise their own name 

 recognise some letter sounds eg in 

their own name 

 pick out patterns and details in 

pictures 

 join in with language play eg I spy, 

nursery rhymes etc 

 match some words eg match mum from 

a set of words 

 concentrate for more than ten minutes 

You can help by….. 

 read books to your child 

 encourage engagement for at least 10 mins 

 ask questions about the story, what happens 

and what they think might happen 

 tell stories from your head and encourage 

ideas 

 play I spy 

 share nursery rhymes and songs 

 point out some letters of their name 

 give lots of praise and have fun 

 

Starting to read……. 

 retell a simple story 

 listen to and repeat short sentences 

from a story 

 hear rhyming words eg dog – log,  

 hat – bat 

 begin to recognise common, 

repeated words  

 attempt to write own name 

 recognise some letter sounds 

 hear letter sounds at the beginning 

and end of words 

You can help by….. 

 continue to share books every day 

 support to hear rhyming words 

 say letter sounds 

 help to recognise simple words eg I 

 give support if your child wants to write their 

name or copy words 

 point out the sound at the beginning of a word 

 make it a fun, sharing time 

Becoming a reader…….. 

 know letter sounds 

 match letter sound to written letter 

 say some letter sounds in order eg 

c-a-t 

 recognise sh, ch, th sounds 

 recognise some words with sh, ch, th 

sounds in them 

You can help by….. 

 continue to read books 

 confirm letter sounds 

 support to match sounds to written letters 

 support to make marks and write simple words 

 write simple words to copy 

 

Gaining confidence…… 

 read some cvc words eg d-o-g, s-i-t 

 recognise some tricky words eg I, 

no, go, the, into 

 Read a simple sentence – I am a cat. 

The dog is big. 

You can help by….. 

 continue to share books 

 help your child to read new words when you 

share a story 

 support by saying the words they don’t know 

 point to each word as you read 
 

If you need any more information about learning to read please ask any member of the Early Years staff. 

 

 


